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Abstract: Palm leaf manuscripts were one of the earliest forms of written media
and were used in Southeast Asia to store early written knowledge about subjects
such as medicine, Buddhist doctrine and astrology. Therefore, historical handwritten palm leaf manuscripts are important for people who like to learn about historical documents, because we can learn more experience from them. This paper presents an image segmentation of historical handwriting from palm leaf manuscripts.
The process is composed of three steps: 1) background elimination to separate text
and background by Otsu‘s algorithm 2) line segmentation and 3) character segmentation by histogram of image. The end result is the character’s image. The results from this research may be applied to optical character recognition (OCR) in
the future.
Keywords: Palm Leaf Manuscript, Image Processing, Image Segmentation,
Background Elimination, Otsu’s Algorithm

1. Introduction
Palm leaf manuscripts have been a popular written media for over a thousand
years in Southeast Asia. [1-3] Palm leaves were used for recording the history,
knowledge and local wisdoms such as medical treatments, Buddhist doctrine, astrology and the story of dynasties. There are various texts written on palm leaf
manuscripts. [4] An example page of palm leaf manuscript is shown in Fig. 1. .
With the passage of time, most of these palm leaves are nearing the end of their
natural lifetime or are facing destruction from elements such as dampness, fungus,
ants and cockroaches. For this reason, Mahasarakham University is establishing
Palm Leaf Manuscript Preservation Project for the discovery, preservation and
protection of palm leaf manuscripts from Northeast Thailand. [5]
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2. Proposed framework
To extract data from historical handwritten palm leaf manuscripts, the BILAN
(palm leaf manuscripts) system is proposed. The user can understand the system
by utilizing an easy to use graphical user interface. [5] The system will display
image results step by step. Fig. 1 represents the modules within the proposed system.

Fig. 1. An example page from palm leaf manuscript.

In our work, we use palm leaf manuscripts consisting of 227 pages to do research work. We implement the system to extract data from palm leaf manuscripts. The system processes consist of background elimination, line segmentation, and character segmentation.

2.1 Convert Image from RGB Color to Grey Image
A RGB color is another format for color images. It represents an image with
three matrices of sizes matching the image format. Each matrix corresponds to one
of the colors red, green and blue. [1] When we convert it into a grey scale (or “intensity”) image it depends on the sensitivity response curve of detector to light as
a function of wavelength. [6, 7] The equation is:

Y
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A result from this equation is shown in Fig. 3.
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Fig. 2. Framework of the proposed system.

Fig. 3. Figure 1. An example showing a grey image.

2.2 Noise Reduction
Noise reduction is the process of removing noise (from the scanning process)
from a signal. A popular technique for removing noise from a grey image is Gaussian filtering. This techniques for calculate the transformation to apply to each
pixel in the image. The equation is: [5]
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(a) Noise grey image
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(b) Grey image after reduction

Fig. 4. An example showing a grey image before and after noise reduction.

2.3 Background Elimination using Otsu’s Algorithm
The background elimination method proposed by Otsu [5, 8, 9] has the advantage of not needing any prior knowledge of the image, based only on its grey level
histogram. The main idea is to find in the histogram an optimal threshold that divides the image objects by constructing two classes from any arbitrary grey level,
using the discriminated analysis shown in Fig. 5.

Fig. 5. Otsu’s threshold value method.

To find the optimal threshold (Thr) we can use the following criteria equation
which respects Thr.

K
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2
V Thr
, that is the total variance, is independent from the grey level, only
2
necessary to minimize the function V B , that is the within-class variance.

Where

being
The optimal threshold Thr* will be defined in the following equation.

Thr*

ArgMin K

(4)

A result from this equation is shown in Fig. 6.

Fig. 6. An example showing a binary image after background elimination.

2.4 Line Segmentation
For the next step, projection profile analysis is a popular technique for line
segmentation. We use horizontal projection profile analysis because the texts in
most document images are aligned along horizontal lines. The technique computes
horizontal projection histograms, the count of black pixels for each column of the
raster image. [5, 10, 11]
When the horizontal projection profile is applied on an M × N image, a column
vector of size M × 1 is obtained. Elements of this column vector are the sum of
pixel values in each row of the document image. An example of the projection
profiles of an image is shown in Fig. 7. The peaks in Fig. 7(a), which correspond
to the horizontal projection profile of the image.

(a) Line segmentation histogram
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(b) Image after line segmentation
Fig. 7. An example showing an image after horizontal projection profile.

2.5 Character Segmentation

Fig. 8. An example showing an image after vertical projection profile.

As a final step, the extracted lines are segmented into characters. [11-13] To
find the boundaries between the characters, we apply a threshold value on the
length of the space in between the characters. After finding the positions of the
spaces between characters we also eliminate the parts of the line segment. An example character segment is shown in Fig 8.

3. Experimental Results
The method was tested using a set of 227 palm leaf manuscripts. An example
palm leaf manuscript is shown in Tables 1 and 2 give an indication of the accuracy.
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Table 1. Background Elimination Results
Background Elimination

Complete

Accuracy
Number of documents

Percentage of background
elimination segmented

138

61

Incomplete

89

39

Total

227

100

Table 2. Line Segmentation Results
Number of Segmented Lines

Percentage of lines correctly segmented

4

78%

5

87%

Average

82.5%

4. Conclusion
In this paper we presented image enhancement techniques for historical palm
leaf manuscript document images. Our algorithm first converts the color image
into a grey image, then converts the grey image into a binary image using Otsu’s
algorithm, and finally produces the segmented lines and characters using projection profile analysis.
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